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discrete wiskunde

… the study of mathematical structures that are 
fundamentally discrete rather than continuous. In 
contrast to real numbers that have the property of 
varying "smoothly", the objects studied in discrete 
mathematics - such as integers, graphs, and statements 
in logic - do not vary smoothly in this way, but have 
distinct, separated values.

Concepts and notations from discrete mathematics are 
useful in studying and describing objects and problems 
in branches of computer science, such as computer 
algorithms, programming languages, cryptography, 
automated theorem proving, and software development.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia   30/8/20
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Schaum's Outline of 
Discrete Mathematics
(third edition) 
S.Lipschutz & M.Lipson
ISBN 978-0-07161586-0
McGraw-Hill
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inhoudsopgave

verzamelingen ch. 1 Set Theory 
relaties ch. 2 Relations
functies ch. 3 Functions
recursie & inductie#
grafen ch. 8 Graph Theory  

9 Directed Graphs
bomen ch.10 Binary Trees

8.8 Tree Graphs
9.4 Rooted Trees

equivalenties# ch.2.8 Equivalence Relations 
3.4 Modular Arithmetic 
3.7 Cardinality 

talen & automaten#
ch.12 Languages, Automata



niet-inhoudsopgave

Algorithms,
ch.4 Logic, 
ch.7 Probability,
ch.13 Turing Machines, 
ch.14 Lattices, 
ch.15 Boolean Algebra
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verzamelingen

A(BC)

A ∩ A = 

(A ∩ A) ∪  =

(A ∩ A) ∪ (A ∩ Ac) =

A ∩ (A ∪ Ac) =

A ∩ U =

A

(nul)
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(distributief)

(complement)

(één) 

logica  &  digital systems

Venn diagram ‘algebra’



Database Management Systems 3ed,  R. Ramakrishnan and J. Gehrke 12

Key Constraints

❖ Consider Works_In:  
An employee can 
work in many 
departments; a dept 
can have many 
employees.

❖ In contrast, each 
dept has at most 
one manager, 
according to the    
key constraint on 
Manages.

Many-to-Many1-to-1 1-to Many Many-to-1
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lot

name

ssn

ManagesEmployees Departments

relaties
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Farmer Goes to Market maze. By Robert Abbott. http://www.maa.org 

algoritmiek: state chart



graph centrality
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centrality
betweenness

closeness degree



recursie en inductie

12 20 8 34 5 18 36 27 40 9

12 20 8 34 5 18 36 27 40 9

5 8 12 20 34 9 18 27 36 40

5 8 9 12 18 20 27 34 36 40

sorteren

sorteren sorteren

samenvoegen

splitsen



eindige automaten
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digital systems design (Stefanov)



(fin)

discrete wiskunde "taal“

terminologie, concepten, 
redeneren, formuleren

succes!


